
February 2020 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the February 2020 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We again lead with an exceptionally strong and diverse selection of ornithology titles. Probably the most important title to announce here is The Biology of Moult in Birds,
due July from Helm. Authored by the same team who wrote Moult and Ageing in European Passerines, this is a companion volume that will go deeper into bird biology. The
other unusual bird book this month is Investigating Egg Failures in Birds, published by Biosphere Science Productions in the Netherlands. Aimed at the practising
ornithologist and field worker, this book offers hands-on information on examining broken, abandoned and failed bird eggs encountered in the field. Field guide-wise, we
have just received stock of An Illustrated Field Guide to the Birds of Colombia, published by the Wildlife Conservation Society, which is the second guide currently available
to this country (a third one by Lynx is in the making). Another noteworthy field guide is the
Multimedia Identification Guide to North Atlantic Seabirds: Shearwaters: Jouanin's & White-Chinned Petrels, due April from Scilly Pelagics, which is the final volume in this
series. On the front of monographs, Bloomsbury will publish Birds of the UK Overseas Territories under their Poyser imprint in July and Snowfinch Publishing will publish
the second edition of The Merlin in February. For artists and illustrators there is the revised edition of
Bird Anatomy for Artists: Comprehensive Guide to Drawing Birds for Artists and Bird Lovers, published by BFineArt in Australia, which is an exceptionally beautiful book.
Finally, on the subject of good reads, there is the fund-raising book Red Sixty Seven: A Collection of Words and Art Inspired by Britain's Most Vulnerable Birds, due
February from the BTO, and Swifts and Us: The Life of the Bird that Sleeps in the Sky, due April from Harper Collins.

For the other vertebrate groups the pickings are a bit slimmer this month, but no less interesting. The University of Chicago Press will publish
Phyllostomid Bats: A Unique Mammalian Radiation in June, which is a unique bat family due to its dietary diversity, encompassing blood, fruit, pollen, and nectar. CRC
Press will publish The Complex Lives of British Freshwater Fishes in May and we are stocking the second edition of the bilingual book
Historical Portrait of the Progress of Ichthyology, From its Origins To Our Own Time, published by the Paris Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle.

On the topic of insects and other invertebrates, I will start with the "other" first: spiders. The second big book from The University of Chicago Press to announce is the
massive 700-page tome Spider Webs: Behavior, Function, and Evolution, due May. The British Arachnological Society, meanwhile, has just published the third edition of
their Arachnologists' Handbook. Insect-wise there is the fourth incarnation of Otakar Kudna's butterfly atlas, this time under the title
Distribution Atlas of European Butterflies and Skippers, which is available now. NatureBureau will publish The Bumblebee Book in May, and Brambleby Books has
announced Dragons & Damsels: An Identification Guide to the British and Irish Odonata for March.

Botanists can look forward to Britain's Orchids: A Field Guide to the Orchids of Great Britain and Ireland, due July from WILDGuides, and the 3-volume set
A Flora of the Eastern Cape Province from SANBI, of which we are awaiting stock. For mycologists, there is Mushrooms and Toadstools of Britain & Europe, Volume 2,
authored by Geoffrey Kibby, which is due February. The scope of this series has now been expanded from two to a total of three volumes.

On the topic of conservation, readers can look forward to Stephen Moss's The Accidental Countryside: Hidden Havens for Britain's Wildlife, due March from Faber & Faber,
A Journey in Landscape Restoration: Carrifran Wildwood and Beyond, due May from Whittles Publishing, and the paperback of
The Missing Lynx: The Past and Future of Britain's Lost Mammals, due July from Bloomsbury. Environmental issues are dealt with in
Liberty and the Ecological Crisis: Freedom on a Finite Planet, which has just been published by Earthscan, the paperback of
Losing Earth: The Decade We Could Have Stopped Climate Change, due April from Picador, and
Sophie's Planet: A Search for Truth About Our Remarkable Home Planet and Its Future, due July from Bloomsbury, authored by none other than climate scientist James E.
Hansen. Two books taking a historical perspective are The Contamination of the Earth: A History of Pollutions in the Industrial Age, due July from MIT Press, and
The Chemical Age: How Chemists Fought Famine and Disease, Killed Millions, and Changed Our Relationship with the Earth, due April from the University of Chicago
Press.

On the topics of ecology, evolutionary biology and palaeontology we have one noteworthy title each. The paperback of Eco-Evolutionary Dynamics is due July from
Princeton University Press. Harper Collins will publish Metazoa: The Evolution of Animals, Minds, Consciousness and Sleep in May, which is written by Peter Godfrey-
Smith who previously authored Other Minds. Lastly, NatureBureau is publishing Jurassic Skye: Dinosaurs & Other Fossils of the Isle of Skye in February.

Good reads this month come in the shape of the paperback of A Claxton Diary: Further Field Notes from a Small Planet, due July from Vintage,
Natural Awakenings: Early Naturalists in Lakeland, published by the Cumberland & Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society and in stock now, and the
biography A Dominant Character: The Radical Science and Restless Politics of J. B. S. Haldane, due July from W.W. Norton & Co.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
The African Honey Bee
Marla Spivak(Editor), David JC Fletcher(Editor), Michael D Breed(Editor)
Reprint of a book first published in 1990 by Westview Press.This book is the first review of the
scientific literature on the Africanized honey bee. The African subspecies Apis mellifera
scutellata (formerly adansonii) was introduced into South...

435 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, b/w maps | CRC Press

Hardback #249518 2019 9780367289997 £115.00

Cephalopod Culture
José Iglesias(Editor), Lidia Fuentes(Editor), Roger Vilanueva(Editor)
Cephalopod Culture is the first compilation of research on the culture of cephalopods. It
describes experiences of culturing different groups of cephalopods: nautiluses, sepioids (Sepia
officinalis, Sepia pharaonis, Sepiella inermis, Sepiella...

494 pages | 53 colour & 72 b/w photos and illustrations, tables | Springer
Nature

Paperback #249450 2016 9789402407792 £119.99
Hardback #212498 2014 9789401786478 £149.99

Butterflies
Their Natural History and Diversity
Ronald Orenstein(Author), Thomas Marent(Illustrator)
This visual feast reveals a multitude of butterfly and moth species from around the globe. Here
are some of the most colorful, spectacular and sometimes weird examples of the world's
butterflies and moths. Vibrant colour photographs and macro...

288 pages | colour photos | Firefly Books

Paperback #249454 Apr-2020 9780228102496 £19.95
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Arachnologists' Handbook
Geoff Oxford(Editor), Tony Russell-Smith(Editor), Helen Smith(Editor)
Spiders and their relatives are a diverse and fascinating group, with over 660 species of
spiders alone recorded from the United Kingdom. With its combination of practical advice and
useful information, the Handbook is written with both established...

129 pages | 8 plates with 28 colour photos; b/w line drawings | British
Arachnological Society

Paperback #249584 2020 9780950009384 £17.99

The Bumblebee Book
Nick Owens(Author)
The Bumblebee Book offers an easy introduction for those new to bumblebees and also
provides the more experienced naturalist with a wealth of information about their fascinating
lives. All 27 bumblebee species occurring in Britain and Ireland are...

176 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | NatureBureau

Hardback #242455 May-2020 9781874357988 £18.50

Encyclopedia of Social Insects
Christopher K Starr(Editor)
A comprehensive, multi-author treatise on the social insects of the world, with some auxiliary
attention to such adjacent topics as subsocial insects and social arachnids. The work is to
serve as a very convenient, yet authoritative reference work on...

1000 pages | 1100 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #247842 Jul-2020 9783030281014 £449.99

Distribution of Butterflies and Skippers in Europe
Otakar Kudrna(Author)
Twenty-four years have passed since the announcement and beginning of the project Mapping
European Butterflies (MEB) back in 1995. The first results of the project were published in
2002 as The Distribution Atlas of European Butterflies (MEB-1). The...

364 pages | 400+ colour distribution maps | Czech Butterfly Conservation
Society

Paperback #249443 2019 9789000305704 £89.99

Hawkmoths of Australia
Identification, Biology and Distribution
Maxwell S Moulds(Author), James P Tuttle(Author), David A Lane(Author)
Hawkmoths are large charismatic insects with highly variable and colourful larvae. Some
species are specialised in their habitat preferences, but others are widespread and often
encountered in gardens. However, little is known about most species, and...

424 pages | plates with 800+ colour photos; illustrations, maps | CSIRO

Hardback #249503 2020 9781486302819 £180.00

Dragons & Damsels
An Identification Guide to the British and Irish Odonata
Adrian M Riley(Author), Pam Taylor(Foreword By)
This is a comprehensive and user-friendly photographic identification guide to all species,
sexes and forms of British and Irish dragon- and damselflies, with essential field notes and
habitat photographs.

250 pages | colour photos | Brambleby Books

Paperback #249549 Mar-2020 9781908241641 £21.99

Fauna of New Zealand, No 79: Longidoridae and Trichodoridae (Nematoda: Dorylaimida
and Triplonchida)
Yu-Mei Xu(Author), Zeng-Qi Zhao(Author)
Longidoridae and Trichodoridae are the only two families of nematodes proven to be
polyphagous root-ectoparasites which can transmit plant viruses. Members of the family
Longidoridae commonly include needle and dagger nematodes based on their...

149 pages | 3 plates with b/w distribution maps; 51 colour photos and
colour & b/w illustrations, 5 b/w maps | Manaaki Whenua Press

Paperback #249565 2019 9780947525651 £74.99

Fauna of New Zealand, No 80: Noctuinae (Insecta: Lepidoptera: Noctuidae). Part 2:
Nivetica, Ichneutica
Robert JB Hoare(Author)
The family Noctuidae is one of the largest moth families in the world with around 12,000 known
species. Moths belonging to this group are sometimes known as ‘owlets’ because of their
nocturnal habits and their camouflage wing patterns,...

455 pages | 60 plates with colour photos, 202 plates with b/w photos, 10
plates with b/w distribution maps; 1 b/w map | Manaaki Whenua Press

Paperback #249566 2019 9780947525675 £110.00

The Natural History of the Crustacea, Volume 6: Reproductive Biology
Rickey Cothran(Editor), Martin Thiel(Editor)
This is the sixth volume of a ten-volume series on The Natural History of the Crustacea. The
volume synthesizes in nineteen chapters our current understanding of diverse topics in
crustacean reproductive biology. In the first part of this book, the...

568 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #249579 Mar-2020 9780190688554 £115.00

The Natural History of the Crustacea, Volume 7: Developmental Biology and Larval
Ecology
Klaus Anger(Editor), Steffen Harzsch(Editor), Martin Thiel(Editor)
This is the seventh volume of a ten-volume series on The Natural History of the Crustacea.
Chapters in this volume synthesize our current understanding of early crustacean development
from the egg through the embryonic and larval phase. The first...

464 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #249580 Mar-2020 9780190648954 £115.00

The Natural History of the Crustacea, Volume 8: Evolution and Biogeography of the
Crustacea
Martin Thiel(Editor), Gary CB Poore(Editor)
This is the eighth volume of a ten-volume series on The Natural History of the Crustacea. The
volume examines evolution and biogeography, and the first part of this volume is entirely
dedicated to the explanation of the origins and successful...

552 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #249581 Mar-2020 9780190637842 £115.00

European Butterflies, Issue 3: Spring 2020
Jason Sargerson(Editor), Andy Adcock(Contributor), Tom Brereton(Contributor), Dan
Danahar(Contributor), James Gibbs(Contributor), Mario Langourov(Contributor), Gyorgy
Liptovszky(Contributor), Dave Maertens(Contributor), David Moore(Contributor), Nick
Morgan(Contributor), Mike Prentice(Contributor)
Articles in the magazine cover: Butterflies in the Piedmont Alps in Italy, in Valgaudamar in
France and in the Mediterranean island of Cyprus. The development of Corfu Butterfly
Conservation is featured. Conservation work of the European Butterflies...

36 pages | 140 colour photos | Charaxes Publications

Magazine #249595 Mar-2020 9772516527005 £6.99
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Habitats & Ecosystems

Spider Webs
Behavior, Function, and Evolution
William G Eberhard(Author)
In this lavishly illustrated, first-ever book on how spider webs are built, function, and evolved,
William Eberhard provides a comprehensive overview of spider functional morphology and
behaviour related to web building, and of the surprising...

704 pages | 195 colour photos, 97 b/w illustrations | University of
Chicago Press

Hardback #249601 May-2020 9780226534602 £49.99

The Butterflies of the Sicilian Channel Islands
Where Europe Meets Africa – A Field Guide-Plus
Mark Payne(Author)
This book is the first-ever written on the butterflies of the Sicilian Channel Islands – volcanic
Pantelleria and the Pelagie Archipelago of Lampedusa, Liposa and Lampione. For their sizes,
they are surprisingly rich in butterflies as...

260 pages | colour photos, b/w maps, tables | World Natural History
Publications

Paperback #249619 2020 FG89 £64.99

The Butterflies of the Maltese Islands
The Impact of Environmental Degradation and Local Extinction Debt – A Field Guide-Plus
Mark Payne(Author)
This book is the first-ever written on the butterflies of the Maltese archipelago (Malta, Gozo,
Comino and islets such as Cominotto). The Rhopaloceran fauna of this small southern
Mediterranean island group is diverse, although it is feared that...

350 pages | colour photos, b/w maps, tables | World Natural History
Publications

Hardback #249626 2020 FG88 £64.99

The Butterflies of the Aeolian Islands
An Active Volcanic Island Archipelago in the Heart of the Mediterranean – A Field Guide-Plus
Mark Payne(Author)
This book is the first-ever written on the butterflies of the Aeolian Archipelago, a chain of nine
(including in this volume, Ustica) volcanic islands lying off the north coast of Sicily : from east
to west, Stromboli, Basiluzzo Panarea, Vulcano,...

260 pages | colour photos, b/w maps, tables | World Natural History
Publications

Hardback #249636 2020 FG81 £64.99

ZooKeys 834: Annotated Checklist of the Terrestrial Molluscs from Laos (Mollusca,
Gastropoda)
Somsak Panha(Author), Khamla Inkhavilay(Author)
This is the first comprehensive annotated checklist with an up-to-date systematic framework of
the land snail fauna in Laos, and is based on both field investigations and literature surveys.
The checklist is collectively composed of 231 nominal...

166 pages | Pensoft Publishers

Paperback #249638 2019 9789546429551 £49.99

The Butterflies of the Aegadian Islands
Sicily’s Own Offshore Island Group – A Field Guide-Plus
Mark Payne(Author)
This book is the first-ever written on the butterflies of the Aegadian Archipelago, a group of
islands which lies offshore from Sicily’s westernmost point and which represent a de facto
extension of that major Mediterranean island. The Aegadian...

260 pages | colour photos, b/w maps, tables | World Natural History
Publications

Hardback #249639 2020 FG90 £64.99

The Butterflies of Cabo Verde
A Fauna Incompletely Known – A Field Guide-Plus
Mark Payne(Author)
This book is the first ever written on the butterflies of Cabo Verde (The Cape Verde islands).
Each of the 37 species known from this tropical island group lying to the west of Senegal (and
included in the European series from World Natural History...

310 pages | colour photos, b/w maps, tables | World Natural History
Publications

Hardback #249689 2020 FG1 £64.99

The Butterflies of the Azores
Fascination and Mystery Unbounded – A Field Guide-Plus
Mark Payne(Author)
This book is the first-ever written on the butterfly species of the Azores, and it profiles in great
scientific depth the species recorded from this remote volcanic mid-Atlantic Ocean archipelago.
A particular focus is on the endemic Hipparchia...

240 pages | colour photos, b/w maps, tables | World Natural History
Publications

Hardback #249695 2020 FG2 £64.99

The Butterflies of the Canary Islands
The Perfect Island Laboratory – A Field Guide-Plus
Mark Payne(Author)
This book is the first-ever written on the butterfly species of the Canary Islands and profiles in
great depth the nearly forty species known from the archipelago. The islands are home to an
astonishing thirteen endemic species – some of...

417 pages | colour photos, ~40 b/w maps, tables | World Natural History
Publications

Hardback #249704 2020 FG3 £64.99

Grazing and Conservation Management
Michiel F WallisDe Vries(Editor), Jan P Bakker(Editor), Sipke E Van Wieren(Editor)
Paperback reprint of a 1996 book.Grazing animals enjoy an ambiguous reputation in the field
of nature conservation. Livestock are often treated as a scourge, yet native large herbivores
form the prime attraction of many a reserve. Grazing and...

374 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Kluwer Academic
Publishers

Paperback #249643 2012 9789401058865 £79.99

The Accidental Countryside
Hidden Havens for Britain's Wildlife
Stephen Moss(Author)
In The Accidental Countryside, author and naturalist Stephen Moss makes a journey of
discovery through Britain, in search of the hidden corners where wildlife survives against the
odds. From Shetland's Iron Age stone structures to London's...

272 pages | Faber & Faber

Hardback #249483 Mar-2020 9781783351640 £13.99
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Natural History

Terrestrial Ecosystems and Biodiversity
Yeqiao Wang(Editor)
Authored by world-class scientists and scholars, The Handbook of Natural Resources, second
edition, is an excellent reference for understanding the consequences of changing natural
resources to the degradation of ecological integrity and the...

432 pages | 16 colour & 87 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249653 May-2020 9781138333918 £125.00

Wetlands and Habitats
Yeqiao Wang(Editor)
Authored by world-class scientists and scholars, The Handbook of Natural Resources, second
edition, is an excellent reference for understanding the consequences of changing natural
resources to the degradation of ecological integrity and the...

314 pages | 89 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249655 May-2020 9781138334199 £125.00

Coastal and Marine Environments
Yeqiao Wang(Editor)
Authored by world-class scientists and scholars, The Handbook of Natural Resources, second
edition, is an excellent reference for understanding the consequences of changing natural
resources to the degradation of ecological integrity and the...

394 pages | 32 colour & 122 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249657 Jun-2020 9781138339637 £125.00

National Trail Guides: Peddars Way and Norfolk Coast Path
Bruce Robinson(Author), Mike Robinson(Author), Tim Lidstone-Scott(Author)
Running 93 miles from the heathland and forest on the Norfolk-Suffolk border, via stunning
sandy beaches, picturesque villages and wild, empty salt marsh to the traditional seaside
resort of Cromer on the north Norfolk coast, the Peddars Way and...

141 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Aurum Press

Paperback #249541 2015 9781781315019 £14.99

The Idea of North
Peter Davidson(Author)
As with the compass needle, so people have always been most powerfully attracted
northwards; everyone carries within them their own concept of north. The Idea of North is a
study, ranging widely in time and place, of some of the ways in which these...

256 pages | 15 illustrations | Reaktion Books

Paperback #249537 2016 9781780235981 £9.95

Under the Stars
A Journey Into Light
Matt Gaw(Author)
Moonlight, starlight, the ethereal glow of snow in winter ... When you flick off a switch, other
forms of light begin to reveal themselves.Artificial light is everywhere. Not only is it damaging to
humans and to wildlife, disrupting our natural...

207 pages | no illustrations | Elliott & Thompson

Hardback #249542 Feb-2020 9781783964635 £12.99

A Handbook of Scotland's Coasts
The Essential Guide for Beachcombers, Walkers, Wildlife Lovers, Rockpoolers, Wild
Swimmers, Foragers, Fossil-Hunters and History Buffs
Fiona Martynoga(Editor)
A Handbook of Scotland's Coasts offers an inspirational resource for those who want to
discover more about the thousands of miles of Scotland's spectacular coastline – from its
stunning geology and diverse marine and bird life to its...

234 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; b/w illustrations, b/w maps |
Saraband (Scotland)

Paperback #249592 Apr-2020 9781912235865 £12.99

Northumberland: Including Newcastle, Hadrian's Wall & the Coast - Slow Travel
Local, Characterful Guides to Britain's Special Places
Gemma Hall(Author)
This new, thoroughly updated second edition of Bradt's best-selling, comprehensive guide to
Northumberland including Newcastle, Hadrian's Wall & the Coast remains the reliable source
of information for discovering the far northeast of...

320 pages | colour maps | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #249484 2019 9781784776084 £13.99

100 Great Wildlife Experiences
What to See and Where
James D Fair(Author)
There are many guides to the the world's great wildlife experiences, but the UK is neglected
and this book sets out to remedy this. 100 Great Wildlife Experiences really takes in all the
amazing things to see and do in the UK, in all seasons...

234 pages | 100 colour photos | White Owl (Pen & Sword imprint)

Paperback #249476 2020 9781526751560 £16.99
Hardback #243904 2019 9781526723550 £24.99

A Claxton Diary
Further Field Notes from a Small Planet
Mark Cocker(Author)
For seventeen years as part of his daily writerly routine the author and naturalist Mark Cocker
has taken a two-mile walk down to the river from his cottage on the edge of the Norfolk Broads
National Park. Over the course of those 10,000 daily paces...

209 pages | b/w illustrations | Vintage

Paperback #248863 Jul-2020 9781529111330 £9.99
Hardback #246084 2019 9781787331761 £16.99

Archaeology from Space
How the Future Shapes Our Past
Sarah H Parcak(Author)
National Geographic Explorer and TED Prize-winner Dr. Sarah Parcak welcomes you to the
exciting new world of space archaeology, a growing field that is sparking extraordinary
discoveries from ancient civilizations across the globe.In Archaeology from...

286 pages | 8 plates with colour photos and colour illustrations; b/w
photos, b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Henry Holt

Paperback #248804 Jul-2020 9781250231345 £19.99
Hardback #247635 2019 9781250198280 £29.99

A Lifetime in Galápagos
Tui de Roy(Author)
Tui de Roy is a name synonymous with the wildlife of the Galápagos, and this extraordinary
work is her final book and the culmination of a lifetime’s work.This photographic showcase tells
the story of the Galápagos, with unique...

240 pages | colour photos | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #249384 Jun-2020 9781472976338 £39.99
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Reference

The Mysteries of Frederick Strange, Naturalist
Patrick Comben(Author), John Stanisic(Foreword By)
They say truth is stranger than fiction. For one man, who gave so much to Australia's natural
history scientific community, little is known about his life and mystery surrounds his death. In
the first half of the 19th century, when Australia was...

197 pages | colour & b/w photos | Patrick Comben (privately published)

Paperback #249481 2019 9780648401506 £40.99

Photographing the Unseen World
Art and Techniques
Adrian Davies(Author)
For the first time of its invention, photography has been used to visualize events that are either
too fast or too slow for the eye to perceive, or subjects that are outside the spectral range of the
human eye. Photographing the Unseen World shows...

160 pages | colour photos | Crowood Press

Paperback #249482 Mar-2020 9781785007033 £18.99

Wild Neighbours
Portraits of London's Magnificent Creatures
Steve W Chadde(Author), Sarah Cheesbrough(Author)
London is not just a city of ten million people, it is also home to an extraordinary diversity of
beautiful wildlife. With world population exploding and more and more countryside being lost to
urban sprawl or commercial agriculture, the sharing of...

192 pages | colour photos | Unicorn Publishing Group

Hardback #249493 Mar-2020 9781912690794 £24.99

Maps for Time Travelers
How Archaeologists Use Technology to Bring Us Closer to the Past
Mark D McCoy(Author)
Popular culture is rife with movies, books, and television shows that address our collective
curiosity about what the world was like long ago. From historical dramas to science fiction tales
of time travel, audiences love stories that reimagine the...

280 pages | 21 b/w illustrations | University of California Press

Hardback #249513 Jun-2020 9780520303164 £22.99

The Shirley Sherwood Collection
Shirley Sherwood(Author)
This book is a celebration of the Shirley Sherwood Collection of contemporary botanical art,
made over a period of 30 years by Dr Shirley Sherwood and considered the most important
private collection of its kind in the world. In 2018 the 1,000th...

320 pages | 285 colour illustrations | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Hardback #249526 2019 9781842466933 £34.99

The Archaeology of Ancient North America
Timothy R Pauketat(Author), Kenneth E Sassaman(Author)
This volume surveys the archaeology of Native North Americans from their arrival on the
continent 15,000 years ago up to contact with European colonizers. Offering rich descriptions
of monumental structures, domestic architecture, vibrant objects,...

512 pages | 304 colour illustrations, 1 map, 16 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #249538 Feb-2020 9780521746274 £53.99
Hardback #249539 Feb-2020 9780521762496 £145.00

RSPB Birds
Explore Their Extraordinary World
Miranda Krestovnikoff(Author), Angela Harding(Illustrator)
The sky is splendid with fierce, clever and spectacular birds. From the bitter cold polar regions
to the lush tropics, birds have found incredible ways to adapt and survive anywhere. White-
winged diuca finches nest high upon freezing glaciers and...

64 pages | colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #249548 Feb-2020 9781408893913 £12.99

Audubon Birding Adventures for Kids
Activities and Ideas for Watching, Feeding, and Housing Our Feathered Friends
Elissa Wolfson(Author), Margaret A Barker(Author)
Let kids explore the great outdoors with an eye to the sky! With activities, games, and all the
information a budding bird enthusiast could want, Audubon Birding Adventures for Kids is the
perfect companion. The book starts by setting the scene: just...

96 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Cool Springs Press

Paperback #249555 Feb-2020 9780760366080 £12.99

Natural Awakenings
Early Naturalists in Lakeland
Ian D Hodkinson(Author)
What links a Kendal shoemaker, the scientist who discovered the phenomenon known as
Brownian Motion and an endangered species of plant growing on the south-west coast of
Australia? Which Reverend gentleman naturalist believed in an earth-centred...

249 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Cumberland & Westmorland
Antiquarian and Archaeological Society

Paperback #249594 2019 9781873124833 £17.99

Mrs Delany
A Life
Clarissa Campbell Orr(Author)
The first comprehensive biography of Mary Granville Delany – the artist and court insider
whose flower collages, in particular, continue to inspire widespread admirationMrs Delany is
best remembered for her captivating paper collages of...

448 pages | 50 colour illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #249604 2019 9780300161137 £29.99

Johann Reinhold Forster and the Making of Natural History on Cook's Second Voyage,
1772–1775
Anne Mariss(Author)
James Cook's voyages of exploration are a turning point not only in the history of the British
Empire, but also in the history of science and exploration of the Pacific. The last decades have
seen a wide-ranging scholarly interest in Cook's...

240 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #249620 2019 9781498556149 £64.99

A Dominant Character
The Radical Science and Restless Politics of J. B. S. Haldane
Samanth Subramanian(Author)
A biography of J. B. S. Haldane, the British scientist, philosopher, and rabble-rouser whose
innovative predictions inspired Aldous Huxley's Brave New World.J. B. S. Haldane's life was
rich and strange, never short on genius or drama....

416 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Hardback #249631 Jul-2020 9780393634242 £31.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

Ornithology

Copyright
Interpreting the Law for Libraries, Archives and Information Services
Graham P Cornish(Author)
Cornish's Copyright is the standard work in its field and is indispensable for all librarians and
information professionals and who are looking for solutions to their copyright problems.The
book explains the provisions of the UK Copyright Act and...

224 pages | no illustrations | Facet Publishing (formerly Library
Association Publishing)

Paperback #249587 2019 9781783304233 £59.95
Hardback #249588 2019 9781783304240 £119.95

The Frog With Self-Cleaning Feet
And Other Extraordinary Tales from the Animal World
Michael Bright(Author)
A miscellany of fascinating animal facts and figures: the weird, the wonderful and the downright
unbelievable. Since time immemorial, people have been fascinated by what animals do and
how they relate to us, and these enigmatic beasts have never...

289 pages | no illustrations | Biteback Publishing & The Robson Press

Paperback #249466 2020 9781785905230 £9.99

Copyright for Archivists and Records Managers
Tim Padfield(Author)
As an archivist or records manager it is essential to keep up to date with the complexities of
copyright legislation, and Copyright for Archivists and Records Managers has been described
as an 'unparalleled' resource for that purpose.What is...

384 pages | tables | Facet Publishing (formerly Library Association
Publishing)

Paperback #249544 2019 9781783304486 £59.95
Hardback #249586 2019 9781783304493 £119.95

Artificial Intelligence and the Environmental Crisis
Can Technology Really Save the World?
Keith Ronald Skene(Author)
A radical and challenging book which argues that artificial intelligence needs a completely
different set of foundations, based on ecological intelligence rather than human intelligence, if it
is to deliver on the promise of a better world. This can...

266 pages | Routledge

Paperback #249552 2019 9780367436544 £44.99
Hardback #249551 2019 9780367152000 £133.00

Australian Rainforest Seeds
A Guide to Collecting, Processing and Propagation
Mark Dunphy(Author), Steve McAlpin(Author), Paul Nelson(Author), Michelle
Chapman(Author), Hugh Nicholson(Illustrator)
Have you ever wondered how to grow your Australian rainforest trees? Is there a beautiful tree
that you have always wanted to collect and propagate the seed from? Are you in the business
of ecological restoration, rainforest propagation or...

216 pages | 300 colour photos | CSIRO

Paperback #249504 Feb-2020 9781486311507 £42.50

A Journey in Landscape Restoration
Carrifran Wildwood and Beyond
Philip Ashmole(Author), Myrtle Ashmole(Author)
Carrifran Wildwood in the southern uplands of Scotland was the brainchild of local people who
mourned the lack of natural habitats and decided to act. When Borders Forest Trust was
founded the Wildwood became the Trust's first large land-based...

192 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Whittles Publishing

Paperback #249512 May-2020 9781849954723 £18.99

Multispecies and Watershed Approaches to Freshwater Fish Conservation
Daniel C Dauwalter(Editor), Timothy W Birdsong(Editor), Gary P Garrett(Editor)
This book is a valuable resource for those involved in conservation of freshwater fishes in the
United States that seek proactive, integrated, holistic approaches to conservation of freshwater,
riparian, and upland habitats. Many case studies from...

693 pages | illustrations | American Fisheries Society

Paperback #249534 2019 9781934874578 £140.00

The Action Plan for Australian Lizards and Snakes 2017
David G Chapple(Author), Reid Tingley(Author), Nicola J Mitchell(Author), Stewart L
Macdonald(Author), J Scott Keogh(Author), Glenn M Shea(Author), Philip Bowles(Author), Neil
A Cox(Author), John CZ Woinarski(Author)
Lizards and snakes (squamate reptiles) are the most diverse vertebrate group in Australia, with
approximately 1000 described species, representing about 10% of the global squamate
diversity. Squamates are a vital part of the Australian ecosystem, but...

680 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, b/w distribution maps, tables |
CSIRO

Hardback #249632 2019 9781486309467 £132.00

Multimedia Identification Guide to North Atlantic Seabirds: Shearwaters: Jouanin's &
White-Chinned Petrels
Bob Flood(Author), Ashley Fisher(Author), John Gale(Illustrator)
This part of the guide is the last in the series and covers the shearwaters, specifically the
Jouanin's & White-Chinned Petrels. The included DVDs deliver a further educational
experience and animate the contents of the book.

250 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps,
includes 2 DVDs (Region ALL) | Scilly Pelagics

Hardback #192845 Apr-2020 £41.95

A Birder's Handbook to Manipal
Ramit Singal(Author)
The third edition of A Birder’s Handbook to Manipal documents 260 species of birds observed
in Manipal since 2009 (versus 254 in the second edition). It is more concise and informative
than the previous editions, covers more species and has...

256 pages | ccolour & b/w illustrations, 1 colour map | Manipal University
Press

Paperback #249535 2019 9789382460909 £41.50

The Merlin
Richard Sale(Author)
We have a limited number of copies available signed by the author, Richard Sale - order now
to reserve your copy.The Merlin is a very special bird. One of the smallest ‘True Falcons’, it
stands outside the usually assumed grouping of...

352 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustration, colour maps,
tables | Snowfinch Publishing

Hardback #249553 2020 9780957173224 £49.99
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Botany

Bird Anatomy for Artists
Comprehensive Guide to Drawing Birds for Artists and Bird Lovers
Natalia Balo(Author), Penny Olsen(Foreword By)
This informative textbook for bird artists is a comprehensive survey of the complete bird from
head to tail. The book is full of masterly illustrations that are clear and easy to understand,
including black and white working drawings, examples of the...

129 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | BFineArt

Hardback #249582 2019 9780987337313 £49.99

Birds of the UK Overseas Territories
Richard Porter(Editor), Miranda Krestovnikoff(Foreword By)
Based on a series of articles in the journal British Birds, this book highlights the international
importance of the UK's 14 Overseas Territories for birds and other wildlife.Many of these
places are small islands dispersed mostly across the...

320 pages | 250 colour photos and illustrations | T & AD Poyser Ltd (A &
C Black)

Paperback #248869 Jul-2020 9781472977267 £34.99
Hardback #248870 Jul-2020 9781472977250 £59.99

The Biology of Moult in Birds
Lukas Jenni(Author), Raffael Winkler(Author)
Unique to birds and with a multitude of functions, feathers are amazing structures. All birds
need to renew their feathers periodically, in a process called moult. Because feathers can only
be renewed as a whole, all functions of the plumage are...

320 pages | colour photos | Helm

Hardback #249029 Jul-2020 9781472977229 £54.99

Encyclopedia of Avian Science (4-Volume Set)
Jeffrey A Lawton(Editor), William V John(Editor)
This four-volume set covers a wide range of topics, see the table of contents for more details

1962 pages | Nova Science Publishers

Hardback #249455 Mar-2020 9781536167986 £638.99

Orkney Bird Report 2018
Julian Branscombe(Editor)
The 2018 edition of The Orkney Bird Report, with full-colour photographs, includes information
on species, sightings, nesting habitats and locations. 2018 will be remembered for a number of
remarkable events encompassing both Orkney's breeding...

112 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Orkney Bird Report
Committee

Paperback #249462 2019 £15.99

Swifts and Us
The Life of the Bird that Sleeps in the Sky
Sarah Gibson(Author)
Swifts live almost entirely in the air. They eat, drink, sleep, mate and gather their nesting
materials on the wing, fly thousands of miles across the world, navigating their way around
storms, never lighting on tree, cliff or ground, until they...

304 pages | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Hardback #249567 Apr-2020 9780008350635 £16.99

Investigating Egg Failures in Birds
Arnold van den Burg(Author)
Anyone involved in studying the breeding performance of birds will be confronted with failed
eggs. Typically these are hardly dealt with: addled eggs simply remain in the nest until they
nally break and release their smelly contents in the nest,...

73 pages | 79 colour photos and b/w illustrations, 2 tables | Biosphere
Science Productions

Hardback #249583 2017 9789082293432 £24.99

An Indifference of Birds
Richard Smyth(Author)
History isn't so much about the passage of time as the study of change – how did we get from
then to now, from there to here? To write the history of birds and people, you can look at how
they've changed us, or you can look at how...

112 pages | Uniformbooks

Paperback #249589 Feb-2020 9781910010228 £11.99

An Illustrated Field Guide to the Birds of Colombia
Fernando Ayerbe Quiñones(Author), Sylvia Alexander(Translated by)
With an innovative new design, this is an up-to-date field guide to the birds of Colombia, all
1,934 species and counting – more than any other country in the world. To facilitate rapid
identification, this portable field guide includes...

448 pages | 212 plates with colour illustrations; colour distribution maps |
Wildlife Conservation Society, Colombia Program

Paperback #249597 2019 9789585461413 £39.99

Birds
An Anthology
Jaqueline Mitchell(Editor), Eric Fitch Daglish(Illustrator)
Thomas Hardy notes the thrush's 'full-hearted evensong of joy illimited', Gilbert White observes
how swallows sweep through the air but swifts 'dash round in circles' and Rachel Carson
watches sanderlings at the ocean's edge,...

272 pages | 25 b/w illustrations | Bodleian Library Publishing

Hardback #249603 May-2020 9781851245291 £16.99

Red Sixty Seven
A Collection of Words and Art Inspired by Britain's Most Vulnerable Birds
Kit Jewitt(Editor), Chris Packham(Contributor), Ann Cleeves(Contributor), Samuel
West(Contributor), Natalie Bennett(Contributor), David Lindo(Contributor), Gill
Lewis(Contributor), Darren Woodhead(Contributor), Carry Akroyd(Contributor), Jane
Smith(Contributor), Patrick Barkham(Contributor) et al
This book should not exist.In an ideal world this book, and the official Red List of the most
vulnerable birds in the UK it is based on, would not be needed. But the world is far from ideal
and our bird populations are declining at an alarming rate....

160 pages | colour illustrations | British Trust for Ornithology

Hardback #249621 Feb-2020 9781912642137 £19.99

Die Orchideen der Schweiz: Der Feldführer [The Orchids of Switzerland: The Field
Guide]
Beat A Wartmann(Author)
For the 3rd edition, the field guide for identifying wild orchids in Switzerland has been
completely revised and expanded. New species were added, the distribution maps updated
and the systematics updated to reflect new molecular genetic findings....

240 pages | ~250 colour photos, ~80 distribution maps | Verlag Paul
Haupt

Paperback #249637 Apr-2020 £59.99
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Flora Vegetativa: Ein Bestimmungsbuch für Pflanzen der Schweiz im Blütenlosen
Zustand [Flora Vegetativa: An Identification Book for Plants in Switzerland without
Flowers]
Stefan Eggenberg(Author), Adrian Möhl(Author)
The botanical reference book – now contains aquatic plants.The 4th edition of the standard
work again brings some important innovations. By adding about 100 new species, the aquatic
plants are now fully covered. Other groups of plants were...

752 pages | 3000+ b/w illustrations, b/w distribution maps | Verlag Paul
Haupt

Paperback #249633 Apr-2020 9783258081779 £82.99

A Flora of the Eastern Cape Province (3-Volume Set)
Christina L Bredenkamp(Author), Gideon F Smith(Foreword By)
A Flora of the Eastern Cape Province is a comprehensive book, the first to describe the
vascular plants occurring in the Eastern Cape Province of South Africa. From an evolutionary
perspective, this flora evolved during the formation of the Karoo...

2208 pages | 63 colour photos and colour illustrations, 6 tables | South
African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI Publishing)

Hardback #249444 2019 9781928224280 £125.00

Dictionary of Commemorative Plant Generic Names, Volume 25: Meratia to
Mountfordara
Sudhir Chandra(Author)
The present work represents volume 25 of the projected 27 volumes. It is hoped to cover
18,000 to 20,000 commemorative names covering all fields of botany.Generic names have
been used as markers through which light is thrown on the botanical history...

586 pages | no illustrations | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #249447 2020 9788121110150 £84.99

The Pollinator Victory Garden
Win the War on Pollinator Decline with Ecological Gardening – Attract and Support Bees,
Beetles, Butterflies, Bats, and Other Pollinators
Kim Eierman(Author)
The passion and urgency that inspired WWI and WWII Victory Gardens is needed today to
meet another threat to our food supply and our environment – the steep decline of pollinators.
The Pollinator Victory Garden offers practical solutions for...

160 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Quarry Books

Paperback #249449 2020 9781631597503 £16.99

A Concise Field Guide to the Plants of Vidarbha
Ravikiran Govekar(Author), Milind M Sardesai(Author), SR Yadav(Author)
The present publication is the second such endeavour made to facilitate study of the plant
species in Maharashtra. The earlier publication covered the Northern Western Ghats and
Konkan region while the present book attempts to bring out the glory of...

330 pages | colour photos | Research Wing, Forest Department,
Government of Maharashtra

Hardback #249451 2015 £74.99

Field Guide to the Plants of Sahyadri & Konkan
Milind M Sardesai(Author), Ravikiran Govekar(Author), SR Yadav(Author)
From the preface:"Biodiversity documentation encompassing ecosystem, species and gene
diversity of any region is one very important activity that is gaining momentum in various parts
of the world. Species diversity studies give us insight into...

339 pages | colour photos, 1 colour map | Research Wing, Forest
Department, Government of Maharashtra

Paperback #249452 2013 £64.99

The Rose
Brent Elliott(Author)
The Royal Horticultural Society's The Rose tells the story of the world's favourite flower through
40 of the most popular and interesting species and hybrids. Arranged chronologically, The
Rose brings to life the arrival of each flower in...

208 pages | colour illustrations | Welbeck Publishing Group

Hardback #249456 Apr-2020 9781787394087 £26.50

Britain's Orchids
A Field Guide to the Orchids of Great Britain and Ireland
Sean Cole(Author), Michael Waller(Author), Sarah Stribbling(Illustrator)
Covering more than fifty species as well as hybrids and variants, this is an engaging, intuitive
and in-depth identification guide to all the orchids of Britain and Ireland at all stages of
development, from first emergence through to setting seed....

192 pages | <100 plates with colour illustrations; 1000+ colour photos,
colour distribution maps | WILDGuides

Flexibound #248926 Jul-2020 9780691177618 £15.99

Telling Trees
An Illustrated Guide
Julius King(Author), Richard G Sigafoos(Illustrator)
Anyone on a walk or hike can use this portable volume to distinguish between an oak and a
maple, a spruce and a pine, an ash and a sycamore, and other common trees. A practical
guide to identifying more than 100 American varieties, it offers brief,...

128 pages | colour illustrations | Dover Publications

Paperback #249528 2019 9780486838366 £6.99

Midwest Ferns
A Field Guide to the Ferns and Fern Relatives of the North Central United States
Steve W Chadde(Author)
Midwest Ferns is the first modern, comprehensive field guide to the true ferns and fern relatives
of the American midwest, including the states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio and Wisconsin. Included are keys, descriptions and...

458 pages | b/w photos, b/w line drawings | Orchard Innovations

Paperback #249530 2019 9781951682040 £29.99

Wendland’s Palms
Hermann Wendland (1825–1903) of Herrenhausen Gardens, Hannover: His Contribution to
the Taxonomy and Horticulture of the Palms (Arecaceae)
John Leslie Dowe(Author)
In the nineteenth century Hermann Wendland (1825–1903) was among the world’s foremost
specialists of the palm family (Arecaceae). He developed the Berggarten, part of the Royal
Gardens of Herrenhausen, Hannover, as a major centre of palm...

137 pages | 23 colour photos, 20 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 4
tables | Botanischer Garten und Botanisches Museum Berlin

Paperback #249543 2019 9783946292319 £34.99

Flora de la República de Cuba, Series A: Plantas Vasculares, Fascículo 25
Gesneriaceae, Surianaceae
Werner Greuter(Editor), Rosa Rankin Rodríguez(Editor), Pedro Alejandro González
Gutiérrez(Editor)
Volume 25 covers the families Gesneriaceae and Surianaceae, which in Cuba are represented
by a total of 14 genera and 46 species. Of these, 30 are endemic and, respectively, six and
eight species are regularly cultivated.

140 pages | 37 plates with colour illustrations; 1 b/w line drawing, 38 b/w
distribution maps | Botanischer Garten und Botanisches Museum Berlin

Paperback #249564 2019 9783946292357 £34.99
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Mammals

Reptiles & Amphibians

Flora of Singapore, Volume 1: Introduction
David J Middleton(Editor)
The first of a 14-volume flora produced by the National Parks Board Singapore. Volume 1
contains the introductory chapters.The Flora of Singapore aims to describe the more than
3,000 native, naturalised and casual species of plants in Singapore....

133 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | National Parks Board
Singapore

Paperback #249568 2019 9789811430237 £54.99

Flora of Singapore, Volume 7: Poales
David J Middleton(Editor)
Part of a 14-volume flora produced by the National Parks Board Singapore, volume 7 covers
the order Poales, including the families Typhaceae, Xyridaceae, Eriocaulaceae, Mayacaceae,
Cyperaceae, Flagellariaceae, and Poaceae.The Flora of Singapore aims...

525 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | National Parks Board
Singapore

Paperback #249569 2019 9789811430244 £89.99

Flora of Singapore, Volume 13: Gentianales
David J Middleton(Editor)
Part of a 14-volume flora produced by the National Parks Board Singapore, volume 13 covers
the order Gentianales, including the families Rubiaceae, Gentianaceae, Loganiaceae,
Gelsemiaceae, and Apocynaceae.The Flora of Singapore aims to describe the...

654 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | National Parks Board
Singapore

Paperback #249570 2019 9789811430251 £89.99

Suomen Putkilokasvien Luettelo / Checklist of the Vascular Plants of Finland
Arto Kurtto(Author), Raino Lampinen(Author), Mikko Piirainen(Author), Pertti Uotila(Author)
This updated checklist of the wild vascular plants of Finland incorporates numerous floristic,
taxonomic and nomenclatural changes. Spontaneous (native) and alien taxa, both resident and
ephemeral, are included. Species, subspecies, nothospecies...

206 pages | tables | Finnish Museum of Natural History

Paperback #249576 2019 9789515153630 £69.99

The Global Flora, A Practical Flora to Vascular Plant Species of the World, Volume 4
GLOVAP Nomenclature, Part 1
Maarten JM Christenhusz(Author)
This volume includes the first nomenclatural changes needed to update the classification of
vascular plant families and genera following the forthcoming Global List of Vascular Plants
(GLOVAP). We provide two new genera, four new species, 415 new...

155 pages | colour illustrations | Plant Gateway Ltd.

Paperback #249591 2018 9780992999360 £16.99

Flora des Kantons Zürich [Flora of the Canton of Zürich]
Zürcherische Botanische Gesellschaft (ZBG)(Editor)
The landscape of the Swiss canton of Zürich has changed significantly over the past 200
years: wetlands have been drained, nutrient-poor meadows fertilized, arable farming
intensified, the transport network expanded and large areas developed....

1128 pages | ~3600 colour photos, ~1800 distribution maps | Verlag Paul
Haupt

Hardback #249635 Mar-2020 9783258080703 £140.00

100 Trees to See on Safari in East Africa
Easy ID Guide for East Africa
Quentin Luke(Author), Henk J Beentje(Author)
East Africa is one of the world's premier wildlife regions, well known for its mass migrations of
herds and the dramatic predators that accompany them. As iconic are the trees that grow here
– some endemic to the region and almost all...

160 pages | colour photos | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #249670 May-2020 9781775845492 £8.99

The Missing Lynx
The Past and Future of Britain's Lost Mammals
Ross Barnett(Author)
Britain's lynx are missing, and they have been for more than a thousand years. Why have they
gone? And might they come back? The lynx is one of a range of beasts that have disappeared
from Britain since the end of the last ice age.A mere 15,000...

360 pages | 8 plates with colour & b/w photos and b/w illustrations; b/w
maps | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #249030 Jul-2020 9781472957351 £9.99
Hardback #245658 2019 9781472957344 £13.99

Phyllostomid Bats
A Unique Mammalian Radiation
Theodore H Fleming(Editor), Liliana M Dávalos(Editor), Marco AR Mello(Editor)
With more than two hundred species distributed across most of mainland Mexico, Central and
South America, and islands in the Caribbean Sea, the Phyllostomidae bat family (American
leaf-nosed bats) is one of the world's most diverse mammalian...

512 pages | 9 plates with colour photos; 46 b/w illustrations | University of
Chicago Press

Hardback #249495 Jun-2020 9780226696126 £42.99

The Incredible Essence of Elephants
Changaram S Venugopal(Author), Jacob V Cheeran(Author)
Can elephants cry? Why are grandmother elephants so important? How does an elephant
grieve the death of a loved one? These are just of few of the many questions people have
about elephants.The Incredible Essence of Elephants explores the fascinating...

186 pages | FriesensPress

Paperback #249524 2019 9781525541513 £15.99
Hardback #249523 2019 9781525541506 £24.99

Texas Snakes
A Field Guide
James R Dixon(Author), John E Werler(Author), Michael RJ Forstner(Author), Regina
Levoy(Illustrator)
With species ranging from the legendary, fear-inspiring western diamond-backed rattlesnake to
the tiny threadsnakes, Texas has a greater diversity of snakes than any other state in the
country. This fully illustrated field guide to Texas snakes,...

400 pages | 113 colour photos, 39 b/w line drawings, 113 colour
distribution maps | University of Texas Press

Paperback #249253 Jul-2020 9781477320419 £20.99

Field Guide to the Frogs of Australia
Michael J Tyler(Author), Frank Knight(Author)
Throughout much of the world, frog populations are declining, with the survival of many
species under threat. In Australia, several species have become extinct in the past 35
years.This revised second edition of Field Guide to the Frogs of Australia...

208 pages | colour plates & photos, b/w illustrations, colour distribution
maps | CSIRO

Paperback #249547 Mar-2020 9781486312450 £34.95
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Marine & Freshwater Biology

Evolutionary Biology

Fotoatlas der Amphibienlarven Deutschlands, Österreichs und der Schweiz
[Photographic Atlas to the Amphibian Larvae of Germany, Austria and Switzerland]
Burkhard Thiesmeier(Author)
This volume is an extended new edition of Fotoatlas der Amphibienlarven Deutschlands
(Thiesmeier 2014). It includes the revision and addition as well as corrections of text and
photos from the previous edition, expanded with newly added species and...

160 pages | 650+ colour photos | Laurenti Verlag

Paperback #249577 2019 9783933066626 £26.99

De Gladde Slang: Ervaringen met een Mysterieus Reptiel [The Smooth Snake:
Encounters with a Mysterious Reptile]
Arnold van Rijsewijk(Author), Jelle van Aalst(Author), Jeroen van Delft(Author)
The smooth snake (Coronella austriaca) is one of three endemic snakes species in the
Netherlands and Flanders. The species has a European protection status and is on the Red
List in the category "threatened". This snake leads a very hidden...

140 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour tables | KNNV
Uitgeverij

Hardback #249614 2019 9789050117050 £20.99

The Call of the Crawfish Frog
Michael J Lannoo(Author), Rochelle M Stiles(Author)
Crawfish Frogs have been called the most secretive frog in North America – an unusual
moniker for a widespread anuran – inhabiting a third of the most scientifically advanced
country in the world. The Call of the Crawfish Frog tells the...

200 pages | 51 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #249646 Apr-2020 9780367456351 £36.99
Hardback #249645 Apr-2020 9780367356835 £40.99

The Complex Lives of British Freshwater Fishes
Mark Everard(Author), Jack Perks(Illustrator)
This stunningly illustrated book goes far beyond a run-of-the-mill nature guide. It explores the
fascinating life histories of Britain's freshwater fishes, a group of animals which, despite their
importance and ubiquity in our diverse still and...

312 pages | 277 colour photos, 4 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249499 May-2020 9780367440329 £29.99

The Histology of Fishes
Krzysztof Formicki(Editor), Frank Kirschbaum(Editor)
The Histology of Fishes is a multi-authored book of 18 chapters by 28 authors from ten
countries, reflecting the state of the art of modern fish histology. The topics include Introduction
to Histological Techniques, Integument, Fish Skeletal Tissues,...

448 pages | colour photos | Productivity Press

Hardback #249521 2019 9781498784474 £127.00

Proceedings of the First International Snakehead Symposium
John S Odenkirk(Editor), Duane C Chapman(Editor)
Snakeheads, fishes of the family Channidae, are native to Asia where they are cherished as
food fishes and featured in aquaculture and as targets for recreational and artisanal fishers. In
North America, they are among the most controversial of...

261 pages | illustrations | American Fisheries Society

Paperback #249533 2019 £140.00

Indian Ornamental Fishes, Volume 1
Heiko Bleher(Author)
Indian Ornamental Fishes, Volume 1 provides information on the history, distribution, habitats
and chemical water parameters for Indian fishes. Included are detailed accounts of the most
important fishes for the ornamental aquarium hobby, showcasing...

848 pages | colour photos | Aquapress Bleher

Hardback #249545 2018 9788890973697 £185.00

Sharks, Skates, Rays and Chimeras of British Columbia
Gordon McFarlane(Author), Jackie King(Author)
Sharks! The very mention of the word conjures up images of dangerous creatures with a
voracious appetite. This public image couldn't be farther from the truth for a vast majority of
shark species: most are cautious and placid, and many inhabit...

232 pages | illustrations | Royal British Columbia Museum

Paperback #249546 May-2020 9780772673350 £18.99

Fresh Water and Watersheds
Yeqiao Wang(Editor)
Authored by world-class scientists and scholars, The Handbook of Natural Resources, second
edition, is an excellent reference for understanding the consequences of changing natural
resources to the degradation of ecological integrity and the...

414 pages | 32 colour & 114 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249656 Jun-2020 9781138337565 £125.00

A Pocket History of Human Evolution
How We Became Sapiens
Silvana Condemi(Author)
A concise, illustrated update on our earliest ancestors, the first sapiens – and on how (and
when) we distinguished ourselves Prehistory is changing quickly: Thanks to progress in
genetics and dating methods, we now know more than ever about...

160 pages | The Experiment, LLC

Paperback #249477 2019 9781615196043 £11.99

Eco-Evolutionary Dynamics
Andrew P Hendry(Author)
In recent years, scientists have realized that evolution can occur on timescales much shorter
than the "long lapse of ages" emphasized by Darwin – in fact, evolutionary change is occurring
all around us all the time. Eco-Evolutionary...

397 pages | 101 b/w illustrations, 2 tables | Princeton University Press

Paperback #249578 Jul-2020 9780691204178 £37.99
Hardback #229172 2016 9780691145433 £53.99

This View of Life
Completing the Darwinian Revolution
David Sloan Wilson(Author)
From noted evolutionary biologist and the author of Evolution for Everyone comes a paradigm-
changing new look at how we can apply evolutionary theory to our social and cultural
institutions.Charles Darwin's vision of evolution was so broad that...

272 pages | b/w illustrations | Vintage

Paperback #249459 2020 9781101872819 £12.99
Hardback #245564 2019 9781101870204 £22.50
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Ecology

Earth System Sciences

The Remarkable Life of the Skin
An Intimate Journey Across Our Surface
Monty Lyman(Author)
How does our diet affect our skin? What makes the skin age? And why can't we tickle
ourselves?Providing a cover for our delicate and intricate bodies, the skin is our largest and
fastest growing organ. We see it, touch it and live in it every...

304 pages | Black Swan

Paperback #249473 Feb-2020 9781784163525 £9.99
Hardback #249472 2019 9781787632073 £19.99

Metazoa
The Evolution of Animals, Minds, Consciousness and Sleep
Peter Godfrey-Smith(Author)
From the human being to the octopus, the shark to the humble sea squirt, all animals are
physical beings made up entirely of cells. And yet they can think, to varying degrees. How did
this come to be? How did a mind first grow from the matter that is...

288 pages | William Collins (Harper Collins imprint)

Hardback #249475 May-2020 9780008321192 £16.99

Epigenetic Mechanisms of the Cambrian Explosion
Nelson R Cabej(Author)
Epigenetic Mechanisms of the Cambrian Explosion provides readers with a basic biological
knowledge and epigenetic explanation of the biological puzzle of the Cambrian explosion, the
unprecedented rapid diversification of animals that began 542...

256 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #249497 2019 9780128143117 £68.95

Contingency and Convergence
Toward a Cosmic Biology of Body and Mind
Russell Powell(Author)
Can we can use the patterns and processes of convergent evolution to make inferences about
universal laws of life, on Earth and elsewhere?In Contingency and Convergence, Russell
Powell investigates whether we can use the patterns and processes of...

328 pages | 29 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #249519 Feb-2020 9780262043397 £49.99

Neanderthals in the Classroom
Elizabeth Marie Watts(Author)
Neanderthals in the Classroom examines the ongoing battle surrounding evolution from a
cultural and historical perspective and then puts Theodosius Dobzhansky's claim that "nothing
in biology makes sense except in the light of...

246 pages | 3 colour & 31 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249520 2019 9781138476370 £155.00

Darwin's Historical Sketch
An Examination of the 'Preface' to the Origin of Species
Curtis N Johnson(Author)
Charles Darwin's "Historical Sketch" has appeared as a preface to nearly every authorized
edition of Darwin's On the Origin of Species since the second English edition was published in
1860. The "Historical Sketch"...

472 pages | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #249640 2020 9780190882938 £22.99

Trophic Ecology
James E Garvey(Author), Matt R Whiles(Author)
Trophic Ecology is a bridge between ecological paradigms – organismal/community
approaches to food web dynamics and ecosystem-level approaches to production. The
unification of organismal, community, and ecosystem approaches in ecology is...

379 pages | 186 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 27 tables | CRC Press

Paperback #249532 2019 9780367138653 £38.99
Hardback #231892 2016 9781498758468 £98.99

Biogeography: A Very Short Introduction
Mark V Lomolino(Author)
Biogeography is the study of geographic variation in all characteristics of life – ranging from
genetic, morphological and behavioural variation among regional populations of a species, to
geographic trends in diversity of entire communities...

144 pages | 32 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #248122 Jul-2020 9780198850069 £8.99

Biological Invasions in South Africa
Brian van Wilgen(Editor), G John Measey(Editor), David M Richardson(Editor), John R
Wilson(Editor), Tsungai A Zengeya(Editor)
This book presents a comprehensive account of all aspects of biological invasions in South
Africa, where research has been conducted over more than three decades, and where bold
initiatives have been implemented in attempts to control invasions and...

954 pages | 111 colour & 44 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #249622 Mar-2020 9783030323936 £45.89

The Next Great Migration
The Beauty and Terror of Life on the Move
Sonis Shah(Author)
A prize-winning journalist upends our centuries-long assumptions about migration through
science, history, and reporting – predicting its lifesaving power in the face of climate
change.The news today is full of stories of dislocated people on...

400 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing USA

Hardback #249634 Jun-2020 9781635571974 £27.99

Landscape and Land Capacity
Yeqiao Wang(Editor)
Authored by world-class scientists and scholars, The Handbook of Natural Resources, second
edition, is an excellent reference for understanding the consequences of changing natural
resources to the degradation of ecological integrity and the...

494 pages | 32 colour & 113 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249654 Jun-2020 9781138334083 £125.00

Invitation to Oceanography
Paul R Pinet(Author)
Invitation to Oceanography, Eighth Edition introduces students to the key concepts from
geology, chemistry, physics, and biology as they relate to ocean environments and processes.
This comprehensive text helps students learn how scientists interpret...

598 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour tables | Jones &
Bartlett

Hardback #249596 2019 9781284164695 £54.99
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Environmental & Social Studies

The Quaternary of Glen Clova & Strathmore
Field Guide
Wishart A Mitchell(Editor), Ailsa Guild(Editor)
This field guide was produced to accompany the joint QRA/GLWG Field Meeting to Glen
Clova, Scotland, 24-27th October, 2019.The guide has been written to accompany a field
meeting of the Glacial Landsystems Working Group (GLWG) of the QRA and is...

334 pages | 157 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w maps | Quaternary
Research Association

Paperback #249326 2019 9780907780991 £31.99

Marine Hydrocarbon Seeps
Microbiology and Biogeochemistry of a Global Marine Habitat
Andreas Teske(Editor), Verena Carvalho(Editor)
This book provides an up-to-date overview of the microbiology, biogeochemistry, and ecology
of marine hydrocarbon seeps, a globally occurring habitat for specialized microorganisms and
invertebrates that depend on natural hydrocarbon seepage as a...

282 pages | 54 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #249445 Apr-2020 9783030348250 £109.99

Arctic Pleistocene History And The Development Of Submarine Permafrost
Michael E Vigdorchik(Author)
The regional distribution, composition, structures, thermal state and regime, thermophysical
characteristics, and dynamics of temperature changes of submarine permafrost are
considered, based on Eurasiatic shelf data. The origin and development of...

306 pages | CRC Press

Paperback #249465 Mar-2020 9780367171674 £36.99
Hardback #249464 2019 9780367021801 £115.00

Wildness and Wellbeing
Nature, Neuroscience, and Urban Design
Zoë Myers(Author)
Wildness and Wellbeing explores the dynamic relationships between urban nature and mental
health, offering practical strategies for urban design. Mental health is a leading global issue
and our urban environments can contribute to conditions such as...

155 pages | 24 b/w illustrations | Palgrave

Hardback #249471 2019 9789813299221 £44.99

Kingdom of Frost
How the Cryosphere Shapes Life on Earth
Bjørn Vassnes(Author), Lucy Moffatt(Translated by)
An award-winning science journalist explains what Earth's frozen waters tell us about the past,
present, and future of humanity."The Kingdom of Frost", or what scientists call the cryosphere,
refers to all of Earth's frozen waters....

240 pages | Greystone Books

Hardback #249502 Mar-2020 9781771644549 £27.99

The Fish Market
Inside the Big-Money Battle for the Ocean and Your Dinner Plate
Lee van der Voo(Author)
Gulf Wild – the first seafood brand in America to trace each fish from the sea to the table –
emerged after grouper, the star of fried fish sandwiches, fell off menus due to overfishing. The
brand was born when the government privatized...

288 pages | St Martin's Press

Hardback #249593 2016 9781250079107 £28.99

The Puchezh-Katunki Impact Crater
Geology and Origin
Victor Masaitis(Editor), Mikhail Naumov(Editor)
This book presents essential data on the geology of the Puchezh-Katunki crater – an early
Jurassic crater located on the East European Platform, with an impact structure that is ca. 80
km in diameter. Offering a comprehensive guide, it reviews...

213 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #249618 2020 9783030320423 £109.99

Signatures of Extreme Events Recorded in Geological Archives of the Mediterranean
Klaus Reicherter(Editor), Andreas Vött(Editor), Margret Mathes-Schmidt(Editor), Ioannis
Papanikolaou(Editor)
This special issue of the Zeitschrift für Geomorphologie has its focus on the geological
signature of extreme events in the Mediterranean. The Mediterranean region is subject to
manifold natural hazards by earthquakes, tsunamis, landslides,...

322 pages | 86 illustrations, 32 tables | Gebrüder Borntraeger Verlag

Journal Back
Volume

#249624 2019 £150.00

Interacting Climates of Ocean Basins
Observations, Mechanisms, Predictibility, and Impacts
Carlos R Mechoso(Editor)
Climate variability in different ocean basins can impact one another, for instance the El
Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the Pacific Ocean has remote effects on other tropical
oceans around the world, which in turn modulate ENSO. With...

104 b/w illustrations, 1 table | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #249641 Jun-2020 9781108492706 £64.99

Atmosphere and Climate
Yeqiao Wang(Editor)
Authored by world-class scientists and scholars, The Handbook of Natural Resources, second
edition, is an excellent reference for understanding the consequences of changing natural
resources to the degradation of ecological integrity and the...

402 pages | 32 colour & 106 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #249658 Jun-2020 9781138339675 £125.00

Wind and Solar Electricity
A Practical DIY Guide
Andy Reynolds(Author)
The author has been generating his own electricity from wind and sun for several decades. In
both edition one and two of Wind and Solar Electricity he shared his knowledge and
experiences so that readers could do the same. Dramatic developments in...

203 pages | 102 colour photos and b/w illustrations | Low-Impact Living
Initiative

Paperback #249557 2016 9780995470217 £19.99
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History & Other Humanities

Preventing Environmental Damage from Products
An Analysis of the Policy and Regulatory Framework in Europe
Eléonore Maitre-Ekern(Editor), Carl Dalhammar(Editor), Hans Christian Bugge(Editor)
How to tackle environmental damage from the throwaway society is one of the defining
questions of the twenty-first century. By establishing a circular economy, we can encourage
and support sustainable production and consumption. These essays by an...

383 pages | 11 b/w illustrations, 16 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #249453 2020 9781108436748 £25.99
Hardback #239108 2018 9781108422444 £94.99

Climate Leviathan
A Political Theory of Our Planetary Future
Geoff Mann(Author), Joel Wainwright(Author)
Despite all the science and summits, leading capitalist states have not managed to mitigate
anything close to an adequate level of carbon emissions. There is no way the world will warm
less than the critical 2°C threshold. What are the likely...

224 pages | Verso Books

Paperback #249649 2020 9781786634450 £10.99

Sophie's Planet
A Search for Truth About Our Remarkable Home Planet and Its Future
James E Hansen(Author)
Dr. James Hansen the single most credible scientific voice worldwide on the issue of global
warming. In his celebrated first book, Storms of My Grandchildren, he presented the full truth
about climate change, a truth born out in the years since as...

256 pages | b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury
imprint)

Hardback #244017 Jul-2020 9781632868947 £24.99

Losing Earth
The Decade We Could Have Stopped Climate Change
Nathaniel Rich(Author)
By 1979, we knew all that we know now about the science of climate change – what was
happening, why it was happening, and how to stop it. Over the next ten years, we had the very
real opportunity to stop it. Obviously, we failed.Nathaniel...

207 pages | b/w photos | Picador

Paperback #249500 Apr-2020 9781529015843 £9.99
Hardback #245459 2019 9781529015829 £14.99

We Are the Weather
Saving the Planet Begins at Breakfast
Jonathan Safran Foer(Author)
From the bestselling author of Eating Animals and Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close – a
brilliant, fresh take on climate change and what we can do about itClimate crisis is the single
biggest threat to human survival. And it is happening...

272 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #246623 Jul-2020 9780241984918 £9.99
Hardback #246268 2019 9780241363331 £16.99

Liberty and the Ecological Crisis
Freedom on a Finite Planet
Christopher J Orr(Editor), Kaitlin Kish(Editor), Bruce Jennings(Editor)
Liberty and the Ecological Crisis examines the concept of liberty in relation to civilization's
ability to live within ecological limits.Freedom, in all its renditions – choice, thought, action –
has become inextricably linked to our...

276 pages | 6 b/w illustrations | Earthscan

Paperback #249487 2019 9780367346775 £36.99
Hardback #249486 2019 9780367339333 £110.00

Before the Collapse
A Guide to the Other Side of Growth
Ugo Bardi(Author)
Nobody has to tell you that when things go bad, they go bad quickly and seemingly in
bunches. Complicated structures like buildings or bridges are slow and laborious to build but,
with a design flaw or enough explosive energy, take only seconds to...

242 pages | 22 colour photos and colour illustrations, 33 b/w illustrations |
Springer Nature

Paperback #249501 2019 9783030290375 £22.99

Waste Land
David T Hanson(Author), Jimena Canales(Author), Wendell Berry(Foreword By)
In 1980, more than 400,000 toxic waste sites existed across the United States. The
Environmental Protection Agency declared 400 of these highly hazardous and in need of
immediate attention. In just a few years, the number of these...

176 pages | colour photos | Taverner Press

Hardback #249531 2018 9780692046074 £26.99

How to Save the World for Free
Natalie Fee(Author)
Are you worried about the effects of climate change on our environment? Want to help but
don't know where to start? Natalie Fee's handbook to green living will help you to make small
lifestyle changes which will make a big difference to our...

208 pages | b/w illustrations | Laurence King

Hardback #249536 2019 9781786274991 £12.99

Hope in Hell
A Decade to Confront the Climate Emergency
Jonathon Porritt(Author)
Climate change is the defining issue of our time – we know, beyond reasonable doubt, what
that science now tells us. Just as climate change is accelerating, so too must we – summoning
up a greater sense of urgency, courage and shared...

304 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #249590 Jun-2020 9781471193279 £16.99

The Violent Technologies of Extraction
Political Ecology, Critical Agrarian Studies and the Capitalist Worldeater
Alexander Dunlap(Author), Jostein Jakobsen(Author)
Offering a thought-provoking theoretical conversation around ecological crisis and natural
resource extraction, The Violent Technologies of Extraction suggests that we are on a trajectory
geared towards total extractivism guided by the mythological...

164 pages | 6 colour & 3 b/w illustrations | Palgrave

Paperback #249617 2019 9783030268510 £44.99

F**k Fast Fashion
101 Ways to Change How You Shop and Help Save the Planet
The F Team(Author)
Did you know that over 300,000 tonnes of clothing are sent to landfill in the UK alone every
year? And that the industry's carbon emissions are bigger than the world's flight and shipping
footprints combined? But, it's OK... you can make...

128 pages | illustrations | Trapeze

Hardback #249647 2020 9781409197980 £6.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

Palaeontology

Historical Portrait of the Progress of Ichthyology: From Its Origins to Our Own Time /
Tableau Historique des Progrès de l’Ichtyologie: Depuis Son Origine jusqu’à Nos Jours
Georges Cuvier(Author), Theodore W Pietsch(Editor)
A founder of comparative anatomy and a giant of nineteenth-century biology, Georges Cuvier,
and his student and colleague Achille Valenciennes, brought together all that was known about
fishes in their massive 22-volume Histoire Naturelle des...

670 pages | 219 colour & b/w illustrations, 24 tables | Muséum National
d'Histoire Naturelle

Paperback #249550 2020 9782856538876 £38.99

A History of the World in Seven Cheap Things
A Guide to Capitalism, Nature, and the Future of the Planet
Raj Patel(Author), Jason W Moore(Author)
Nature, money, work, care, food, energy, and lives: these are the seven things that have made
our world and will shape its future. In making these things cheap, modern commerce has
transformed, governed, and devastated Earth. In A History of the...

312 pages | 7 b/w illustrations, 2 b/w maps, 1 table | Verso Books

Paperback #249448 Feb-2020 9781788737746 £9.99
Hardback #236329 2018 9781788732130 £16.99

The Age of Analogy
Science and Literature between the Darwins
Devin Griffiths(Author)
Erasmus Darwin and his grandson, Charles, were the two most important evolutionary theorists
of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain. Although their ideas and methods differed, both
Darwins were prolific and inventive writers: Erasmus composed...

352 pages | 7 b/w photos, 3 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University
Press

Paperback #249496 2019 9781421436326 £25.99
Hardback #237184 2016 9781421420769 £40.50

The Contamination of the Earth
A History of Pollutions in the Industrial Age
François Jarrige(Author), Thomas Le Roux(Author), Janice Egan(Translated by), Michael
Egan(Translated by)
Through the centuries, the march of economic progress has been accompanied by the spread
of industrial pollution. As our capacities for production and our aptitude for consumption have
increased, so have their byproducts – chemical...

480 pages | 27 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #248635 Jul-2020 9780262043830 £31.99

The Chemical Age
How Chemists Fought Famine and Disease, Killed Millions, and Changed Our Relationship
with the Earth
Frank A von Hippel(Author)
For thousands of years, we've found ways to scorch, scour, and sterilize our surroundings to
make them safer. Sometimes these methods are wonderfully effective. Often, however, they
come with vast unintended consequences – typically not...

368 pages | 28 b/w illustrations | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #249606 Apr-2020 9780226697246 £23.99

Anatomy and Physiology of Farm Animals
Anna Dee Fails(Author), Christianne Magee(Author)
Revised and updated, the eighth edition of Anatomy and Physiology of Farm Animals remains
the essential resource for detailed information on farm animal anatomy and physiology.- Offers
a revised edition to this comprehensive guide to the anatomy and...

578 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, tables | Wiley-
Blackwell

Hardback #249598 2018 9781119239710 £75.95

Microbiomes of Soils, Plants and Animals
An Integrated Approach
Rachael E Antwis(Editor), Xavier A Harrison(Editor), Michael J Cox(Editor)
Through a long history of co-evolution, multicellular organisms form a complex of host cells
plus many associated microorganism species. Consisting of algae, bacteria, archaea, fungi,
protists and viruses, and collectively referred to as the...

400 pages | 5 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #249668 Mar-2020 9781108462488 £34.99
Hardback #249667 Mar-2020 9781108473712 £89.99

Animalkind
Remarkable Discoveries About Animals and Revolutionary New Ways to Show Them
Compassion
Ingrid Newkirk(Author), Gene Stone(Author), Mayim Bialik(Foreword By)
The founder and president of PETA, Ingrid Newkirk, and bestselling author Gene Stone
explore the wonders of animal life and offer tools for living more kindly toward them.In the last
few decades, a wealth of new information has emerged about who...

304 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #249669 2020 9781501198540 £16.99

Cenozoic Seas
The View from Eastern North America
Edward J Petuch(Author)
Paperback reprint of a 2003 publication.The rich fossil record of the Atlantic and Gulf coastal
plains of the United States is a gold mine for interested scientists. The last thirty million years
of Earth history are superbly chronicled by a...

308 pages | b/w photos, maps | CRC Press

Paperback #249615 2019 9780367394660 £54.99
Hardback #137918 2003 9780849316326 £200.00

Jurassic Skye
Dinosaurs & Other Fossils of the Isle of Skye
Sarah White(Author), Dugald Ross(Author)
The Isle of Skye in Scotland is justifiably famous for its dinosaur fossils, in particular some
spectacular footprints and trackways. As a northern outpost of Jurassic rocks in Britain, Skye
has revealed a fascinating range of fossils, not only of...

72 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | NatureBureau

Paperback #249458 2020 9781874357971 £12.50
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Mycology

Catastrophic Thinking
Extinction and the Value of Diversity from Darwin to the Anthropocene
David Sepkoski(Author)
We live in an age in which we are repeatedly reminded – by scientists, by the media, by
popular culture – of the looming threat of mass extinction. We're told that human activity is
currently producing a sixth mass extinction, perhaps...

360 pages | 15 b/w illustrations | University of Chicago Press

Hardback #249600 May-2020 9780226348612 £27.99

Mushrooms and Toadstools of Britain & Europe, Volume 2
Geoffrey Kibby(Author)
This is the second volume in what will be a three-volume series. It is identical in format to
volume one. A total of 750 species and varieties illustrated with a key to major groups, dealing
with the mainly white-spored agarics (i.e. gilled...

220 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Geoffrey Kibby
(privately published)

Hardback #235956 Feb-2020 9780957209442 £35.00

Synopsis Fungorum, Volume 39
Leif Ryvarden(Editor)
Volume 39 contains the following papers:- Type studies in Polyporaceae 33, species described
by P. van der Byl, L. Ryvarden- Type studies in Polyporaceae 34, species described by C.
Torrend, L. Ryvarden  - Type studies in Polyporaceae 35,...

80 pages | colour photos & b/w illustrations | Fungiflora A/S
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